Leverage Change Terms
This document determines the terms of the leverage change request (“Request”), and it is considered an
addendum to the Client Agreement (“Client Agreement”) between INGOT Broker LLC (Company number:
1386 LLC 2021) and the Client. Together with all the legal documents of INGOT Broker LLC, they form the
totality of the agreement between us.
The Client hereby explicitly acknowledges and agrees that by submitting to INGOT Broker LLC the Request
to update the trading account’s leverage, either by documentation and/or email and/or ticking in the
relevant space, links or buttons as may be indicated by INGOT Broker LLC, to express the Client’s approval
of the terms and conditions set below as may be updated and changed from time to time at INGOT Broker
LLC’s sole discretion.
The Client consents that INGOT Broker LLC change the trading account(s) associated with account
number(s) submitted in the Request to a higher or lower leverage ratio, subject to the following terms
and conditions (the "Terms"):
1. The Client consents to electronic communication in accordance with these Terms.
2. The Client acknowledges that the request is only applied for major Forex pairs and Spot Metals.
3. The Client acknowledges that INGOT Broker LLC may change the leverage of the accounts at its
sole discretion without previous notice depending on its internal risk management criteria.
4. The Client agrees that following his submission of the Request, INGOT Broker LLC will act in a
commercially reasonable manner to review the Request, but that it shall not be bound to act or
make any decision within 72 Hours. INGOT Broker LLC may approve or reject the Request in its
sole and absolute discretion.
5. The Client understands that it is his/her responsibility to ensure that the trading account is flat
and he/she has no open positions on Forex pairs and Spot Metals (i.e. no live trades, stop orders,
limit orders, or entry orders) at the time of processing. If the trading account is not flat, and there
were active trades during the processing of the Request, the Client understands that in case
INGOT Broker LLC processed the Request, the positions may be subject to liquidation as the
Margin Requirement would change.
6. The Client understands that if he/she has multiple accounts, each account will be reviewed
individually and rejected if the criteria are not met.
7. The Client understands that even if the Request is fulfilled, these Terms do not impact INGOT
Broker LLC rights under the Terms and Conditions to change Margin Requirements in its sole
discretion at any time without notice.
8. If the Request is approved, the Client understands that INGOT Brokers’ Terms and Conditions,
and all relevant policies and legal documents will continue to govern the accounts and trading
activity with INGOT Broker LLC, as amended and supplemented by these Terms.

9. The Client fully understands how orders are executed and have thoroughly reviewed INGOT
Broker LLC Client Agreement.
10. The Client agrees that INGOT Broker LLC assumes no liability for any consequences which may
arise from processing the Request.
11. The Client accepts full responsibility and liability for the instructions given in the Request.
12. The Client understands that according to INGOT Broker LLC’s internal Risk Management
procedures, the Request is processed based on the account’s equity as set out in the table below:
Leverage Based on the Account's Equity
Equity
ECN
Standard
0-$2,999
$3,000-$4,999
$5,000-$9,999
$10,000-$19,999
$20,000 and above

Up to 1:200
Up to 1:200
Up to 1:200
Up to 1:200
Up to 1:100

Up to 1:500
Up to 1:400
Up to 1:300
Up to 1:200
Up to 1:100

Kindly note, that any request from an account with equity less than USD100 will not be accepted
under these terms.
13. The Client acknowledges that leverage is a double-edged sword and can dramatically amplify
losses, and that leveraged trading carries a high level of risk and is not suitable for all investors.

